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The reception desk plays a key role in a company’s lobby or showroom, 
in offices where customers are received, as an information point in open 
spaces or as a counter in any kinds of offices or workspaces . It extends 
a welcome to visitors and represents the corporate culture, yet is also a 
workplace with ergonomic requirements. The range of reception desks 
from paadiran offers everything you could ever need, and as such is able 
to perform both these functions to perfection.
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Beloni Counter
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Beloni Counter

Beloni counter with the possibility of 
using various leather or MDF panels in 
combination with glass and the possibility 
of using a wide range of drawers and
cupboards and can be designed based on 
the number of people

Code: PI-TS-16

L:320     W:75     H:110
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Nitel Counter

Code: PI-TS-18

L:270     W:86     H:110

Using thick and simple horizontal lines 
and combining these lines with the dark 
space between them, which are cut with 
thicker and vertical lines on the sides, and 
combining these lines with a simple and 
protruding color panel that divides this 
counter into three separate parts. It 
leaves a strong initial impression on the 
audience 
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Ester Counter
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Ester Counter

Code: PI-TS-25

L:260     W:87     H:110

Another attractive counter of Paadiran, with its simple 
and minimal design and modular structure and multiple 
accesses along with security for the user and practical 
solutions, allows everyone to feel comfortable on both 
sides of this reception desk.



Work Style

Office culture is the emotional and collective spirit of the team. It 
is the result of a shared vision and values that are expressed 
through our work. Being part of a culture gives us confidence and 
aligns team objectives. Whether we continue to work remotely or 
see our teams occasionally in the office of the future, maintaining 
this culture is critical for successful companies.
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Raya Counter
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Raya Counter

Code: PI-TS-24

L:280     W:125     H:110

If you have a work space with a formal 
structure and you want all clients to 
receive this feeling from your environment 
upon arrival, Raya counter with a very 
simple and minimal appearance and struc-
ture and in accordance with the formal 
characteristics and the possibility of using 
lighting at the bottom of the counter, an 
example It is very convenient.
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Mergen Counter

Code: PI-TS-23

L:280     W:125     H:110

20

In informal work spaces or corporate lounges, having a counter that at 
the same time, while providing the possibility of reception and rest, has 
suitable access to do work informally, is very useful. Flexible design is a 
good option for informal workspaces.
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Serena Counter

Code: PI-TS-22

L:280     W:125     H:110

Sometimes people who come to a company at the beginning of 
the entry and in the company lobby spend a relatively long time 
to do some work. In this case, and usually they have to do their 
work sitting down. By providing this possibility, Serena Counter 
facilitates this form of referrals in companies.



The role of the office is changing. It is no longer 
just a place to work; rather it is a place for mean-
ingful connections, meetings, and chance 
encounters. The workplace environment needs 
to reflect and support this new role.

The agile workplace can accommodate this. It 
can help offices fulfill the role of being a critical 
place for connection while also being a dynamic 
place for work.

As more organizations move towards a hybrid 
model that includes both remote and in-person 
work, providing an environment that can support 
and empower workers to feel in control will be 
key to business success
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Zhenova Counter

Code: PI-TS-20

L:280     W:125     H:110

A bold and different design with conve-
nient access and a wide range of features 
for the user and the ability to mix different 
colors and materials, has given a lot of 
flexibility to design and use this counter 
for different uses.



Lodka Counter

Code: PI-TS-10

L:280     W:125     H:110

Lodka counter with flexible and modular 
structure and many features can be 
changed is a suitable option for small 
entrance spaces and as an information 
counter.
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Viuna Counter

Code: PI-TS-13

L:280     W:125     H:110

Viuna counter with wide facilities and many cupboards and shelves is 
a suitable option for some form of work. It is done in the exchange of 
information and documents. The simple and practical design of this 
counter draws all the attention to the performance of this product.



Vian Counter

Code: PI-TS-15

L:280     W:125     H:110

Sometimes when entering an 
environment, it is necessary to 
have different accesses to do 
things like fill out information 
forms or deliver some items. 
Counter Vian with dual height 
access level well meets these 
needs.
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Varesh Counter

Code: PI-TS-15

L:280     W:125     H:110

Varesh counter is a simple counter suitable for a variety of 
uses. Having an access level for the use of clients and 
many facilities for users allows it to be used in different 
types of work. And accommodation, medical centers and ...
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